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Abstract: Joint actions typically require that information relevant for performing a
task together is available to the interaction partners. In some situations, such
information is perceptually retrievable and salient enough for co-actors to simply
use it. In other situations, the relevant information needs to be actively shared
among co-actors, e.g., by making it more perceptually salient or indicating it by
means of a conventional signal. Here we consider a third case, where the infor-
mation is not perceptually available and cannot be communicated by conventional
means. How do joint action partners coordinate in such situations? We propose
that co-actors resort to ostensive communication, that is, they drawattention to the
fact that they intend to communicate some specific information. Two experiments
tested the proposed role of ostensive communication for joint action. In a non-
verbal joint building task, the categorymembership of different objectswas known
to only one person in a dyad,whoneeded to inform the partnerwhich object type to
use. In line with our hypothesis, most participants highlighted a particular object
category with an ostensive gesture (characterized by containing more submove-
ments than a natural placing movement) to resolve perceptual ambiguity. We
conclude that ostensive communication is especially useful for joint action in sit-
uations where task-relevant information is not available to all co-actors and where
it cannot be perceptually highlighted or conventionally communicated.
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1 Introduction

Humans have an astonishing ability to coordinate their actions towards per-
forming common goals. Examples for joint actions span from handing over a
bottle of water or moving boxes into an apartment to organizing a dinner party
with friends, playing football, or improvising in a jazz ensemble. To perform joint
actions, multiple people acting together typically need to have access to task-
relevant information. If this information is directly accessible to all in the envi-
ronment, it can simply be used for coordination (Vesper et al. 2010). As an
example, when the ingredients for a meal are already lined up on the kitchen
counter, it is easy to help the cook by handing over the next ingredient. In such a
case, no further communication is needed for joint action.

In many other situations, relevant information is not equally accessible to all
joint action partners. In such cases, co-actors often rely on different forms of
communication to share information with each other. The most common and best
understood forms of communication involve the use of conventions, which may
already be well establishedwhen the interaction begins. These include languages,
many visual signs, and some types of gestures (Kita 2009; Özyürek et al. 2005).
When the use of pre-existing conventions is impossible, joint action partnersmight
nevertheless end up establishing new conventions in the course of their
interactions (Galantucci et al. 2012; Kirby et al. 2008). Such conventions may even
emerge without having been initially intended. For example, if one person
distractedly scratches the back of her head while thinking about the next ingre-
dient for the jointly cookedmeal and if the partner happens to choose thatmoment
to hand over what is, in fact, needed next, the incidental scratching could develop
into an intentionally produced and interpreted shared communicative symbol.
However, such a process is unlikely to succeed in creating a stable convention
without opportunities for adjustment based on repeated interactions or without
feedback about communicative success or failure.

In sum, the effectiveness of conventional forms of communication for coor-
dination is undebatable and the possibility of forming new conventions over time
when feedback is provided is experimentally well demonstrated. Less is known,
however, about howpeoplemight findways of providing information to each other
in the absence either of pre-existing conventional means of communication or in
the absence of time for mutual adjustment and feedback on their previous inter-
action, which might permit the emergence of an ad-hoc convention. Can joint
action partners spontaneously find novelways to communicate in such cases? This
question is particularly relevant in the context of joint action where action and
reaction typically have constraints on their timing, such that using language or
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inventing new conventional communication systems over repeated interactions
would often be too slow (Sebanz and Knoblich 2009; Vesper et al. 2011).

We propose that the concept of ostensive communication can provide an
answer. An act of ostensive communication involves communicating at two levels:
At a first level, a communicator provides information to a receiver about some
state of affairs or some action to perform; at the second level, the communicator
provides the information that her behavior is intended to communicate something
relevant to the receiver. This second-order communication about communication is
what is called ostension. As an example, if a stranger on the street abruptly stops
walking and stares at the passenger of a limousine driving by, we may assume that
the presence of that passenger is of relevance to him. In contrast, if he then turns
around, establishes eye contact with us and looks again at the limousine, we
understand that he intends to communicate something that might be relevant to us,
for instance that the passenger of the limousine is a very famous person whose
presencewemight notwant tomiss. Suchostensive behaviormay giveusa reason to
assume that an event taking place in our field of vision is in fact relevant enough to
be worth our attention. Ostension, because it conveys a presumption of relevance,
may provide a key to infer what information the communicator intended to convey.

The notion of ostensive communication so understood was inspired by Paul
Grice’s analysis of communicative intentions (Grice 1989) and most notably
applied to linguistic pragmatics as a way to explain how ambiguities and other
forms of communicative under-determination can be inferentially resolved
(Sperber and Wilson 1995; Wilson and Sperber 2012). The notion of ostension also
plays a central role in the study of pedagogical interactions with young children.
Young infants have been shown to be sensitive to various ostensive cues such as
eye gaze (Senju and Csibra 2008), high-pitched voice (“motherese,” Fernald 1985),
and infant-directedmovementmodifications (“motionese,” Brand et al. 2002), and
to interpret these as the signal that an adult is about to present relevant infor-
mation (Csibra and Gergely 2009). Consequently, infants addressed ostensively
interpret what they are shown as being of greater relevance than if they had
observed it on their own and they tend to learn better, for instance, about novel
object categories (Egyed et al. 2013).

Experimental studies among adults focusmostly on experimental pragmatics,
where the ostensive character of verbal communication is taken as a given and
therefore not investigated per se. Nonverbal forms of ostensive communication
among adults are less frequently investigated. One exception is a study by Scott-
Phillips and colleagues (Scott-Phillips et al. 2009). They demonstrated ostensive
communication—which they aptly described as “signalling signalhood”—in a
computer-based coordination game, inwhich pairs of participants played together
to agree on the same one of four possible colored patches on their respective
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screens.Which color patcheswere available changed from trial to trial and differed
for the two co-actors. Conventional communication was prevented, leaving only
the movements of a virtual character as the basis for information exchange. The
main result of the study suggests that to define a set of new movement signals
referring to the color patches, co-actors tended to use complex movement patterns
of their avatar on the screen in order to communicate that they were about to
introduce a novel signal, e.g., a particular pattern of movements for a specific
color. Thus, what co-actors attempted to disambiguate is movement used to move
andmovement used to communicate and they did so by making the latter strongly
different from normal, efficient performance. The signals they created for
conveying a communicative intention had to be sufficiently different from the
simple instrumentalmovement of going to the next color patch. In short, the avatar
movements were used to draw attention to the fact that something relevant was
about to be communicated, i.e., they were used ostensively.

The aim of the current research was to identify such ostensive communication
in a joint action context and to investigate when co-actors would rely on ostensive
communication and when they would rather use other coordination strategies.
Thus, applied to the context of joint action, the specific argument we put forward
here is that, especially in situations without sufficiently available common ground
or a possibility to build it up, co-actors resort to ostensive communication to draw
attention to the fact that they intend to communicate some specific information
that is relevant for their joint performance. Signaling one’s intention to commu-
nicate may (on the assumption that the intended interpretation has to be relevant
to the pursuit of the joint goal) be sufficient for the joint action partner to grasp the
intended meaning. In this way, ostensive communication could make joint action
possible, or at least more efficient, in cases where communicative behavior not
recognized as such would otherwise be unclear or ambiguous.

We investigated nonverbal ostensive communication in a joint action context
with a joint object placing task (Figure 1). Two participants in a ‘Leader’ and a
‘Follower’ role needed to coordinate in order to lay out a configuration of objects
that belonged to different categories. The category to which each object should
belong was only known to the Leader participant, who first placed an object of the
appropriate category. Subsequently, the Follower participant’s task was to choose
an object from the identical category and place it on top of the first box. The goal for
Leader and Follower’s joint action was to build a small brick wall from the objects
(5 bricks wide, 2 bricks high) where only objects from the identical category were
stacked on top of each other. Co-actors were not allowed to speak with each other,
could not see each other’s eyes or facial expressions due to a partial separating
wall between them, and did not receive any feedback about their communication
success (i.e., whether they both used the same object categories). The latter
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decision was made in order to actively prevent the gradual build-up of new con-
ventions through feedback. Three types of objects (whitematchboxes, see Figure 1)
that differed in specific features were used in the task: ‘No Mark’ objects had no
particular distinguishing feature; ‘Outside Mark’ objects were visibly marked on
their outside surface; and ‘Inside Mark’ objects had a distinguishing feature inside
which was not perceivable from the outside (and objects were not to be opened
during the experiment). Thus, No Mark and Inside Mark were perceptually indis-
tinguishable. The central question of our research was how the properties of the
three object categories would influence the amount and type of communication
used by co-actors as well as the resulting coordination success.

To further illustrate the rationale of our task and to lead towards our research
hypotheses, imagine the following situation: Two friends meet to pick up a heavy
moving box from a storage room. As only one of them knows which box to take,
particular features of the boxes can influence the degree of communication

Figure 1: Top: The three matchbox categories used in experiments 1 and 2. When lying flat on a
table, only OutsideMark boxes in experiment 1 were perceptually distinguishable from the other
matchboxes. Bottom: The experimental setup. The current Leader and hermatchbox stack are on
the left, whereas the current Follower’s stack is behind the separationon the right side. After half
the trials, Leader and Follower roles were switched.
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required to choose the same box: First, the two friends may not have to commu-
nicate at all if the object identity is simply clear, e.g., because there is only one box
in the storage room or the relevant information is fully accessible. We refer to this
as joint action based on default coordination. Second, the two friends may use
perceptual features of the boxes to coordinate, e.g., they might pick a box with a
particular label on it. In such a situation, a co-actorwho knows about the relevance
of this label for their joint goal can help direct the partner’s attention to this
relevant perceptual feature, e.g., by turning the box so the label is more easily
readable. We refer to this as perceptual enhancement. Third, the desired box may
have a hidden distinctive feature that cannot be perceived and that only one of the
two partners is aware of. In such a case, neither default coordination nor
perceptual enhancement is sufficient. Following our theoretical proposal, we
aimed to empirically test whether, in such a situation of unequal access to relevant
information, the informed person would selectively use ostensive communication
to provide the joint action partner with that relevant information.

The joint action task used in the present study kept central features illustrated
in this example but allowed us to investigate joint action in a lab environment to
keep sufficient control to empirically assess our research hypothesis. Our first and
main hypothesis was that Leaders would make use of default coordination or
perceptual enhancement when possible and would rely on ostensive communi-
cation to resolve potential cases of ambiguity. Given our particular task set-up, our
analyses focused on how Leaders would attempt to communicate the identity of
the three object categories nonverbally, by spontaneously adjusting their move-
ments during object placement. For the NoMark objects, we predicted that Leaders
would rely on default coordination and not use any particular communicative
signal if the other objects were already sufficiently marked. Instead, they would
simply place the object normally. For the Outside Mark objects, we predicted that
Leaders would perceptually enhance the distinguishing information if the critical
feature was not easily visible to Followers. This enhancement could take the form
of pausing the placing movement and highlighting the distinguishing feature on
the object’s surface. The Inside Mark objects were the most interesting for our
research question, given that they were perceptually indistinguishable from No
Mark objects. We predicted that, in order to distinguish Inside Mark from No Mark
objects, Leaders would resort to ostensive communication, thereby indicating that
the object had an undetectable but relevant property. As we deliberately restricted
more commonly used forms of ostensive cues such as eye gaze or speech, we
expected Leaders to ostensively modify some of their movements to place the
objects, in particular the Inside Mark objects.

Our researchdesign allowedus to address a second, related question about the
role of experience for communication. It is known from experimental studies on
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language evolution that communicators tend to ‘compress’ their linguistic
expressions over time (Kirby et al. 2015; Tamariz and Kirby 2015). This is a form of
optimization process where one’s own efforts to communicate (it takes more time
and energy to produce longer words or signals) is weighed against the certainty
that the intended meaning will still be understood (too compressed information
mightmake it impossible for the receiver to understand the communicative signal).
Applying these considerations to our novel context, we expected that also joint
action partnerswould try to optimize their communication by reducing the amount
of extra movement. Due to the lack of feedback about communication success, we
focused on the impact of having had first-hand experience with being on the
receiving end of the communication. Therefore, after half the trials in our exper-
iment, the roles of Leader and Follower switched. Those participantswhohadbeen
in the Follower role during thefirst part, where they needed to try to understand the
partner’s movement signals, now became Leaders. We hypothesized that the new
Leaders had better insight into what a useful communicative signal might be and
that they would optimize the signals used by the first Leader—be it by compressing
them in complexity or by inventing novel signals involving a reduced number of
submovements.

We tested our hypotheses about the use of ostensive communication in joint
action in two separate experiments that used the same task and setupwith the only
change relating to the way the Outside Mark object category was marked.

2 Experiment 1

The task in experiment 1 was to build a wall of matchboxes together by stacking a
series of two matchboxes of the same category on top of each other. The plain,
white, standard matchboxes were marked in different ways (Figure 1, top): No
Mark matchboxes had no distinctive feature, i.e., they remained plain white.
Outside Mark matchboxes had a red line drawn on their side as a perceptually
detectable distinguishing feature. Inside Mark matchboxes had a red rectangle
drawn inside the box which was invisible when the box was closed (which it
always was during the performance of the task).

Wemeasured Leaders’ and Followers’movements of the right handwhile they
picked and placed these objects. Our main hypotheses addressed modifications of
the Leaders’ movements, which we analyzed in two ways: First, we analyzed
participants’ self-reports and video recordings from the experiment to get a
qualitative description of the gestures they invented. Second, we quantified the
complexity of their actual movements to measure which object categories they
would mark with a (more) ostensive gesture. Complexity, here, is a way to capture
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how different a movement is from natural, efficient movement, i.e., how much
effort Leaders put in to modify their movement for a communicative purpose. In
line with previous work on gesturing (e.g., Trujillo et al. 2019), we operationalized
complexity in terms of the number of submovements of the movement, i.e., how
often people stopped or changed direction when placing the objects. This allowed
us to measure ostensive coding objectively and independently of the particular
gesture individual Leaders invented. That is, tapping on a matchbox could be
equally complex and therefore ostensive as shaking or turning the box, but it
would be distinct from a simple placing movement. Finally, we also quantified the
pairs’ communicative success as the percentage of correctly matched objects.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants

Twenty-four adults participated in randomlymatched pairs (7 mixed-gender pairs,
5 female-only pairs). All participants were right-handed, between 18 and 30 years
old (M = 25 years, SD = 2.9 years) and did not know each other before participating
in the experiment. Within each participant pair, one person was randomly
assigned the Leader role and the other the Follower role. These roles switched after
half the trials. All participants provided informed consent before the study and
were financially compensated for their participation. All experiment procedures
were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.1.2 Material

Figure 1 (bottom) shows the experimental setup. Participants were seated on
opposite sides of a table. On each person’s right side was an object stack that
contained three rows of matchboxes. Each row corresponded to one object cate-
gory. Printed labels next to the rows informed participants which row contained
which object category. The order of the three rows/three object categories was
counterbalanced between co-actors and pairs, i.e., the twomembers of a pair never
had the same order of category stacks in order to prevent that they could use
numerical symbols to provide a conventional solution to the task. Thematchboxes
differed with respect to their markings (Figure 1, top): No Mark matchboxes were
standard-sized plain white cardboard boxes (length 5.4 cm, width 3.7 cm, height
1.6 cm). Outside Mark matchboxes had a thin red line centrally around the outer
part. Inside Mark matchboxes had a thin red rectangle on the bottom of the inside
part so that it could only be seen when the box was opened.
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In the middle of the table, centrally between participants, a target area
(35 × 25 cm)was placed that had an outlined area (27 × 3.7 cm) indicatingwhere the
objects were supposed to be placed. The Leader participant was informed about
the order in which he or she was to pick and place an object by the numbers 1 to 5
written on a piece of paper next to each object stack. The order of object categories
was pseudo-randomized before the experiment and different for each participant
pair. Specifically, the sequences contained 15 objects and were designed such that
each object category occurred (1) exactly 5 times per sequence, (2) at least once and
at most three times within a set of 5 and that (3) the first three elements in the
sequence were from each object category. An example for a sequence could be
“NOIOI NOINO ONIIN,”where N = No Mark, O = Outside Mark, and I = Inside Mark
matchboxes. Foam board separators were placed such that participants could not
see each other’s upper body, face, and object stacks. Specifically, only a small
window (35 × 30 cm) was open between them which provided a complete view of
the partner’s hand and arm movements.

We video-taped the whole experimental session. In addition, for the move-
ment measurement, three Polhemus G4 micro sensors were attached with
adhesive tape on the distal edges of the nails of participants’ right index finger
and thumb (i.e., such that the tip of the sensors aligned centrally with the edge of
the nail) and centrally on the right hand’s wrist between the styloid processes of
the radius and ulna (i.e., in the middle of where the wrist bends when flapping
one’s hands downwards). The sensors provided high-resolution motion data in
three dimensions with a 120 Hz sampling rate. The experimental procedure and
data collection were controlled by the software Matlab (version 8.5, 2015).

2.1.3 Procedure

Participants receivedwritten and verbal task instructions together. These included
an introduction and demonstration of the different object types. The No Mark
matchboxes were described as “normal boxes” and the Outside Mark boxes as
“boxes marked with a red line on the side.” The Inside Mark matchboxes were
described as “boxes marked with a red line inside” and the experimenter opened
one to demonstrate the accuracy of that statement. In addition, we explicitly
instructed participants not to simply open the boxes and directly show their dis-
tinguishing features during the experiment. Participants were then seated at the
table and the experimenter attached the motion sensors to participants’ right
hands. A 10-point calibration procedure was run during which each participant
placed his or her index finger successively on marked locations on the table.
Afterwards participants performed one training trial. They then each placed 15
objects in three sets of five and another 15 objects after switching Leader and
Follower role.
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At the beginning of each new set, the experimenter replaced the central target
areawithmatchboxes by an empty one. He also put a newpiece of paper next to the
Leader’s stack on which numbers indicated the order of the next five objects.
Participants kept their index fingers in a start location until a short tone (660 Hz,
100 ms) was sounded. Following this starting signal, participants placed the five
objects in their own tempo. They were not allowed to speak and the foam board
barriers prevented them from looking at each other. Participants did not receive
any direct feedback about the accuracy of their matching at any point in the
experiment. The experiment ended with a short verbal debriefing which asked
participants to describe how they had performed the task. In total, the experiment
took about 30 min.

2.1.4 Data preparation and analysis

We analyzed both qualitative and quantitative aspects of the collected data. Par-
ticipants’ self-reports during debriefing were used to descriptively classify what
kind of gestures they had used as Leaders. These descriptions were cross-checked
with the video recordings which were also used to code participants’ joint
matching accuracy. The 3-dimensional electromagnetic motion capture data were
used to quantify the complexity of participants’ movements. To this end, Matlab
was used to preprocess the data. The rawmovement trajectory of the thumb sensor1

was first filtered with a bidirectional 2nd-order low-pass digital Butterworth filter
with cutoff frequency of 4 Hz. Overall velocity was calculated by aggregating x-, y-,
and z-velocity into one vector. Using a semi-automatic parsing algorithm, we
extracted (1) the time point of the peak velocity of participants’ object transport
movement towards the target area and (2) the time point of the peak velocity of
participants’movement away from the target area towards the rest position. These
two peak velocity time points defined the segment inwhichwe calculated themain
dependent variable submovements based on the number of velocity changes (using
the number of zero crossings in the acceleration profile).2 An example of the raw
data with these segments is shown in Figure 2. This parameter captures howmany

1 Although a combined analysis of thumb and index finger would be preferable, we chose to only
take data from the thumb into account as, despite clear instructions, quite a large number of
participants avoided using their index finger when grasping the matchbox due to the presence of
themotion tracking sensor. This is a frequently observed problem.However, asmost gestures used
the whole hand or both thumb and index finger, this likely only minimally underestimates the
complexity of participants’ gesturing.
2 A pre-analysis of the movement data found that an alternative measure, the overall duration of
movements from leaving the stack area to returning to rest position, mirrored the findings about
submovements. Therefore, for brevity, we only report the latter here.
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stops and direction changes the movement contained, i.e., how many separate
elements the movement was composed of.

We collected data from all participants in all three object categories for both
Leader and Follower roles. As we predicted the role switch in the middle of the

Figure 2: Representative example of one Leader–Follower pair’s overall velocity profile in part 1
(top) and, after the role switch, in part 2 (bottom) in experiment 1. In the Leader role, both
participants consistentlymodulated themovements when placing InsideMark boxes but placed
NoMark andOutsideMark boxes normally. In contrast, in the Follower role, they placedall boxes
normally. For convenience, grey arrows highlight the communicative modulations in the velocity
profile.
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experiment to affect the Leader role differently, we ended up with a mixed design
with Category (Outside Mark, Inside Mark, No Mark) as the within-subjects factor
and Part (1, 2) as the between-subjects factor. The two Roles (Leader, Follower)
were separately analyzed.We statistically assessed the effects of the two factors on
the dependent variable submovements with linear mixed effects regressions using
the lmer function in the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015) in R (R Core Team 2020).
T-tests used Satterthwaite’s method. To test our hypothesis about modulations of
the number of submovements, we entered Category and Part with their interaction
as fixed effects into the model and Participant (nested with Pair to account for the
dependency) as random effects. Accuracy was assessedwith the same fixed effects
but we left out Participant in the random effects, as the accuracy data were
collected on a pair level. In bothmodels, OutsideMark in Part 1was set as reference
value.

2.2 Results

A qualitative assessment of Leaders’ gestures indicated that most of them created
only one gesture, which coded the Inside Mark object category by tapping,
shaking, pointing etc. (a few example descriptions are shown in Table 1 and the full
list is available in the Supplementary Table A). The two members of one pair
decided to code the No Mark box instead of Inside Mark, by making a ‘no’ gesture
with one finger, and four other Leaders created signs for both Inside Mark and No
Mark categories.

We further investigated participants’ communicative modifications based on
recordings of their finger movements. We illustrate an example of the raw data in
Figure 2 that visualizes one pair’s velocity profile (x-, y-, and z-velocity aggregated)

Table : A selection of qualitative descriptions of Leaders’ gestures in experiment .

Object category Description

Inside Mark – Circular motion with thumb in palm
– Pinching movement with thumb and index finger
– Tapping on box
– Tapping twice on top of box
– Drawing line in air with index finger above box
– Flipping and rotating box in hand
– Displaying and shaking box for short while before putting it down Drawing

line over box and pointing to Outside Mark box already on table
– Sliding finger on box
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along with the segments that were used in the submovement analysis. The figure
exemplifies how Leaders marked the matchboxes differently depending on the
category: In part 1 of the experiment (top), the Leader’s movement patterns were
modified for the Inside Mark category by an ostensive gesture (here: a combined
tapping movement with a presumably iconic gesture symbolizing the hidden
feature), whereas all other movements were performed normally without addi-
tional submovements (though with natural variability in the movement). In the
Figure, this is visible by a longer and more varied velocity pattern for Inside Mark,
indicating more stops and direction changes (highlighted with grey arrows). After
the role switch (part 2, bottom), where the other member of the pair now became
the Leader, this general pattern of gesture coding remained the same. However, it
can be seen that the communicative gestures for Inside Mark were reduced in
complexity compared to the first part, as the second Leader’s movement modifi-
cations did not contain as many submovements as the first Leader’s. For this
particular pair, this was due not only to a general shortening of the communicative
gestures in part 2, but also because the newLeadermodified the sign by leaving out
the iconic part of it, such that only the tapping on the box remained to indicate
Inside Mark. Also visible in the figure is that the Followers’ movements were all
performed normally, without additional submovements, irrespective of the
particular object category.

The statistical results on Leaders’ number of submovements (Figure 3, top)
overall confirm the impression obtained from the qualitative descriptions. In
particular, Outside Mark objects had on average 3.23 submovements and Inside
Mark objects contained on average 1.2 submovements more than Outside Mark
objects. This difference was significant, β = 1.2, s.e. = 0.18, t (336) = 6.55, p < 0.001.
In contrast, NoMarkmovementswere not significantly different fromOutsideMark
movements, β = 0.28, s.e. = 0.18, t (336) = 1.55, p = 0.12. After the role switch, the
new Leaders used significantly fewer submovements in their Outside Mark ges-
tures in part 2 than Leaders in Part 1 had done, β = −0.53, s.e. = 0.21,
t (47.88) = −2.53, p < 0.05, but there was no significant interaction with part 2 and
Inside Mark, as the size of the differences between Outside Mark and Inside Mark
did not differ between part 1 and part 2, β = −0.18, s.e. = 0.26, t (336.05) = −0.71,
p = 0.48. Similarly, there was no interaction with part 2 and No Mark, β = 0.08,
s.e. = 0.26, t (336.21) = 0.3, p = 0.77. As a control, we analyzed Followers’ sub-
movements in the same way (Figure 3, middle). Outside Mark objects had on
average 2.8 submovements. As predicted, neither Category nor Part revealed any
significant differences, all t < 1.3, all p > 0.19. The full overview of the fixed effects
results is available in the Supplementary Tables B–D.

The pairs’ accuracy, i.e., the percentage of trials in which Followers picked the
same object category as Leaders, was overall very high (Figure 3, bottom). Outside
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Figure 3: Number of submovements in Leaders’ and Followers’ gestures in experiment 1 along
with the pairs’ joint accuracies. After part 1, the roles of Leader and Follower switched and the
previous Follower within each pair now became Leader. Error bars show the standard error.
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Mark was correct in all trials (100%) in both parts, thus there was no difference
between parts, β = −0.0016, s.e. = 0.045, t (348.01) = −0.04, p = 0.97. InsideMark in
part 1 had with 71.7% a significantly lower accuracy, β = −0.28, s.e. = 0.045, t
(348) = −6.29, p < 0.001. Also, No Mark objects in part 1 (80%) were significantly
lower than Outside Mark objects in part 1, β = −0.2, s.e. = 0.045, t (348) = −4.44,
p < 0.001. In part 2, only the interaction with Inside Mark was significant, showing
that pairs improved their performance in Inside Mark after the role switch, leading
to an accuracy of now 86.7% for Inside Mark, β = 0.15, s.e. = 0.06, t (348) = −2.38,
p < 0.05. The accuracy for No Mark objects (86.9%) did not change significantly
after the role shift, β = 0.07, s.e. = 0.06, t (348.02) = 1.13, p = 0.26.

2.3 Discussion

Experiment 1 confirmed our first hypothesis that most Leaders chose to commu-
nicate only the InsideMark boxeswith a clear gesture signal, thereby contrasting it
ostensively with the No Mark and Outside Mark boxes, which were in most cases
simply placed without an additional gesture. Consequently, movements for the
InsideMark gestures contained highermovement complexity as indicated bymore
submovements, i.e., more stops or direction changes. In the role of Follower,
participants simply placed all the boxes. With this communication strategy, which
contained a contrastive mix of ostensive gesture cues and default coordination
strategies, most pairs managed a high matching accuracy, suggesting that
Leaders’ signals were understood even in the absence of direct feedback about
their coordination success.

Our second hypothesis, that a reduction of complexity would take place, was
also confirmed. Leaders after the role switch (i.e., those participants who had been
Followers in the first part) used fewer submovements to indicate the three object
categories than first Leaders. This allows the careful conclusion that second
Leaders might have gained advantageous experience of being in the Follower role,
which allowed them to reduce the communicative signal to the minimum and
thereby reduce movement effort.

Despite the overall high accuracy in experiment 1, cases of communication
failure and the reasons for them (as indicated by participants during debriefing or
extracted from the video material) are interesting as well. In particular, two pairs
demonstrated cases of misunderstandings due to coding both No Mark and Inside
Mark boxes with a separate gesture. Whereas this only created a confusion in the
beginning for one of the two pairs, it led to a systematic misunderstanding in the
other pair, who never detected their opposite use of signs and consequently only
matched Outside Mark boxes correctly. The rather poor performance of another
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pair needs to be attributed to overall weak performance of one of the members,
who, in the Follower role, had trouble understanding the clear signals of the
partner and, as Leader, only provided consistent signals towards the end. This
highlights the importance of clarity and consistency for communication.

3 Experiment 2

Experiment 2was conducted to replicate the findings of experiment 1 and tomake a
change to include a necessity for perceptually enhancing information that was
visible but not easily available for the Follower. In particular, the No Mark (plain
matchboxes) and Inside Mark (matchboxes with a line inside that was not visible
from outside) boxes were the same as before; however, the distinguishing mark on
Outside Mark boxes (matchboxes with a red line on the bottom) was in this
experiment not visible anymore once the boxeswere placed down in the target area
(Figure 1, top). Thismade object category differentiation harder. As a consequence,
we hypothesized similar results for No Mark and Inside Mark as in experiment 1,
i.e., that No Mark objects would simply be placed and Inside Mark objects coded
with an ostensive gesture, a more complex movement that would contain more
submovements. For Outside Mark objects, we expected Leaders to perceptually
enhance the distinguishing feature under the box with a showing gesture, which,
consequently, would result in more complex movements than No Mark move-
ments. We also expected Leaders’ previous experience with being a Follower
(i.e., the part of the experiment) to play a role again, such that communicative
signals would be compressed in complexity after the role switch.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants

A new group of 24 adults participated in randomly matched pairs (6 mixed-gender
pairs, 4 female-only pairs, 2 male-only pairs). All participants were right-handed
and between 21 and 34 years old (M = 24.9 years, SD = 2.5 years). The members of
one pair knew each other before participating in the experiment.

3.1.2 Material, procedure, data preparation, and analysis

All methodswere identical to experiment 1 with one exception: Instead of having a
red line on the side of the Outside Mark box, the mark was now on the bottom
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surface of the box (Figure 1, top). The written instructions described these as
“boxes marked with a red line on the bottom.”

3.2 Results

A qualitative analysis showed that all Leaders created gestures for Outside Mark
and Inside Mark boxes. Gestures for OutsideMark were, as expected, inmost cases
simple showing movements, that enhanced the available perceptual information
on the bottom of the box for the partner. Gestures for Inside Mark boxes were
similar to what participants had done in the first experiment such as tapping on
boxes, shaking themor pointing to them.Moreover, in contrast to the findings from
experiment 1 and against our original hypothesis, 16 out of the 24 Leaders also
chose to provide a gesture for No Mark boxes instead of simply placing them. A
closer look at the descriptions shows that many of the gestures for No Mark were
negation signs such as waving horizontally with a finger or the whole hand, thus
providing a clear semantic contrast to the Inside Mark box. A few examples for
participants’ gestures are described in Table 2 and the full list is accessible in the
Supplementary Table E.

After visual inspection of residual plots for the number of submovements, 3
extreme outlier values were removed from the data in experiment 2 (exceeding 10
submovements in Leaders and exceeding 7 submovements in Followers; 8% of all
trials). The remaining number of submovements in Leaders’ gestures is shown in
Figure 4 (top) for the three object categories, separately for the two parts of the
experiment. Along with the impression from the qualitative descriptions, the

Table : A selection of qualitative descriptions of Leaders’ gestures in experiment .

Object category Description

No mark – Putting box down a bit before target, then pushing it to target area
– Covering box with hand
– Waving ‘no’ gesture
– Flipping box

Outside Mark – Showing
Inside Mark – Closing middle, ring and little finger

– Displaying box vertically, then tapping on top of it with one finger
– Displaying bottom of box then pretending to open it
– First putting down box perpendicular to marked field in target area, then

turning it into correct orientation
– Short tapping
– Flipping box and tapping it
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Figure 4: Number of submovements in Leaders’ and Followers’ gestures in experiment 2 along
with the pairs’ joint accuracies. The only task difference to experiment 1 is the necessity to
perceptually enhance the distinguishing feature in Outside Mark objects, resulting in more
gesture submovements. Error bars show the standard error.
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statistical results overall confirm our predictions about Leaders’ gestures. In
particular, gestures for Outside Mark objects in part 1 had on average 4.97 sub-
movements, which is, as expected, higher than in Experiment 1. Inside Mark ob-
jects were codedwith gestures that had only 0.2 submovements more, which is not
a significant difference from Outside Mark, β = 0.2, s.e. = 0.21, t (333.16) = 0.97,
p = 0.34. No Mark movements had 0.57 submovements less than Outside Mark
movements, which shows that the complexity of No Mark movements was
significantly lower than Outside Mark movements, β = −0.57, s.e. = 0.2,
t (332.82) = −2.76, p < 0.01. Unexpectedly and in contrast to experiment 1, the role
switch did not have any significant effects on the number of submovements in the
newLeaders’ gestures, all t < 1.7, all p > 0.1, although Figure 4 indicates a numerical
trend in the predicted direction. Our control analysis of Followers’ submovements
(Figure 4, middle) was, with one exception, consistent with our prediction that all
objects should be placed normally independent of object category or experiment
part. Outside Mark objects had on average 3.21 submovements. The unexpected
significant difference was that Inside Mark objects in part 1 had 0.38 fewer sub-
movements than OutsideMark, β = −0.38, s.e. = 0.15, t (333.82) = −2.57, p < 0.05. All
other effects of Category or Part were, as predicted, not significant, all t < 1.58, all
p > 0.11. The full overview of the fixed effects results is available in the Supple-
mentary Tables F–H.

The pairs’matching accuracy (Figure 4, bottom)was high for all box categories
and comparable to experiment 1. In particular, in part 1, OutsideMark had a nearly
perfect accuracy of 98.3%. Both Inside Mark (70.5%), β = −0.27, s.e. = 0.05,
t (348.1) = −5.39, p < 0.001, and No Mark (85%), β = −0.12, s.e. = 0.05,
t (348.02) = −2.567, p < 0.05, had a significantly lower accuracy. Part 2 had no
significant effect on Outside Mark (90.2%), β = −0.08, s.e. = 0.05, t (348.1) = −1.49,
p = 0.14, but Inside Mark (91.5%), β = 0.28, s.e. = 0.07, t (348.19) = 3.92, p < 0.001,
and No Mark (96.7%), β = 0.19, s.e. = 0.07, t (348.05) = 2.69, p < 0.01, both
significantly improved compared to Part 1, i.e., the size of the difference between
part 1 and part 2 was bigger for Inside Mark and for No Mark objects than for
Outside Mark objects.

3.3 Discussion

In linewith our first hypothesis, experiment 2 showed that Leadersmodulated both
Inside Mark and Outside Mark boxes according to our predictions: When being in
the role of Leader, participants produced complex gestures to ostensively code the
Inside Mark boxes, thereby distinguishing them from No Mark boxes, and they
enhanced the available perceptual information of Outside Mark boxes by, in most
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cases, making a showing movement to highlight the distinguishing feature on the
bottom of these box categories. In contrast, No Mark boxes were coded on average
with a less complex gesture containing fewer submovements.

Although these findings are consistent with and overall confirm our pre-
dictions, it is interesting to take note of the unexpectedly high number of Leaders
in experiment 2 who also created gestures for No Mark objects. Instead of just
placing the object, which would have been a feasible option following a default
coordination strategy, these Leaders chose to contrast Inside Mark and No Mark
objects more explicitly with separate gestures. This might point to a general
preference for a ‘full’ communication system, that has a distinct gesture for each
object in the set, over a ‘sparse’ system, that codes as few objects as necessary. We
bring up this point in more detail in the next section. Still, the finding that Inside
Mark objects were nevertheless coded with higher complexity than No Mark ob-
jects confirms our overall hypothesis about the role of ostensive cues in joint
action.

The second hypothesis was not confirmed in experiment 2 as, unlike in
experiment 1, second Leaders did not significantly reduce the complexity of their
communicative signs after switching roles. This could eithermean that a part of the
optimization was already taken over by first Leaders or that the new Leaders chose
to value a safe and reliable sign over a less effortfulmovement performance. Such a
strategy could reflect an actual or perceived higher level of task difficulty—in the
current experiment caused by the introduction of an additional object that needed
to be communicated. Thus, Leaders might have perceived this as a threat for the
success of the joint action and consequently decided to ‘play safe,’ a strategy that
ultimately led to equally high accuracy rates as in experiment 1. Alternatively,
Leadersmight have beenmotivated to put in extra effort in order to performwell on
the task (e.g., social facilitation, Zajonc 1965) or to simply be polite towards the
partner. Understanding the link between such additional social factors and
ostensive signals in joint action will be an important question for future research.

A further unexpected finding was a significant performance difference in
Followers. Instead of just placing all the objects normally and in the same way,
they placed Inside Mark boxes in part 1 with fewer submovements than Outside
Mark boxes. We can only speculate about a reason for this finding. One possibility
is that it is, in fact, the OutsideMark box that was placedwithmore submovements
than normal performance. Comparing OutsideMark and InsideMark boxes in both
experiments shows that all were performed with around 2.7 submovements and
that only Followers’ Outside Mark in experiment 2 had around 3.2 submovements.
Additional submovements on the Follower side could be a cue for uncertainty (be it
intentionally produced or not). Possibly, at least some Leaders’ showing gesture
for Outside Mark might not have been clear enough to perceive the distinguishing
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feature on the bottom of the box, thereby creating uncertainty on the side of the
Followers. Supplementing existing research on “uncertainty cues” in verbal
interaction (e.g., Clark and Krych 2004), further research is needed to explicitly
investigate the role of such feedback in movement cues during non-verbal joint
action.

Despite the seemingly increased task difficulty in experiment 2, co-actors
managed to perform well in their joint matching performance. Still, also in this
experiment, there were pairs who had trouble establishing accurate communica-
tion. In most cases of difficulty, this seems to have been due to Leaders producing
very subtle signs or using them inconsistently. An interesting misunderstanding
happened in one pair, where the Leader’s ostensive shaking movement for Inside
Mark was misunderstood by the Follower as an iconic gesture indicating empti-
ness, i.e., No Mark. This led to a lower matching accuracy,3 but also prompted the
Follower to improve the coding system in part 2 when being in the Leader role. In
particular, this participant changed the coding system to a more contrastive one,
where Inside Mark was now gestured with a different, clearly ostensive cue (tap-
ping on the box), that was immediately recognized by the partner as such. Inter-
estingly, the previous shaking gesture was now used no longer for Inside Mark but
for No Mark objects which, due to the contrast with the ostensive cue, was un-
derstandable for the new Follower—even though this required switching the
original meaning of the sign.

4 General discussion

The current study investigated the role of ostensive communication for joint ac-
tion. Our theoretical proposal is that ostensive communication may help joint
action partners resolve ambiguity by drawing attention to their intention to
communicate some specific information. To test this proposal, we experimentally
contrasted (1) situations where information is perceptually retrievable and salient
enough for co-actors in a joint action to simply use it; (2) situations of unequal
salience of relevant information, where the information needs to be actively shared
among co-actors, e.g., by making it more perceptually salient; and (3) situations
where the information is not and cannot bemade directly accessible to some of the
co-actors. We designed a joint building task where we hypothesized that Leader
participants would ostensively communicate task-relevant information about the

3 The pair nevertheless reached a surprisingly high accuracy of 73%,which seems to be a result of
the Follower’s uncertainty about the mapping so that both No Mark and Inside Mark boxes were
occasionally matched to the same sign.
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category membership of simple objects to a Follower co-actor. As the task pre-
vented the use of conventional forms of communication such as verbal language or
eye contact, we expected ostensive communication to emerge in Leaders’ move-
ments when placing the objects into a shared workspace. Accordingly, we quali-
tatively described the kinds of gestures used and which objects they indicated
based on video recordings and we quantitatively confirmed these observations by
measuring the complexity of participants’ movements while placing the objects.

4.1 Disambiguating information

Our first hypothesis was that Leaders would make use of default coordination or
perceptual enhancement if the context allowed for it but would rely on ostensive
communication to resolve cases where ambiguity could not be resolved without
communication. We reasoned that, given the impossibility to resort to conven-
tions, ostension, by making manifest the communicative intention of the leader,
would make it possible to communicate this relevant information. Our results
confirm the hypothesis. In experiment 1, we found that Leaders coded the Inside
Mark box, that was marked by a hidden, perceptually indistinguishable feature,
with the most complex gesture, whereas they placed Outside Mark boxes, which
had a visually perceivable feature, and No Mark boxes, which were unmarked,
more efficiently (i.e., in a less complex way). In experiment 2, we modified the
distinctive feature of the Outside Mark boxes, such that they needed to be
perceptually enhanced by Leaders in order to inform Followers about their cate-
gory membership. This changed the pattern of results in line with our hypothesis:
Gestures coding Outside Mark boxes were now equally complex as Inside Mark
boxes, but bothweremore complex thanNoMark boxes.With one exception that is
discussed in experiment 2’s discussion, Followers always performed object placing
movements in the same way, i.e., with the same low complexity irrespective of the
object category.

Taken together, these findings provide evidence for the contrastive use of
ostensive communication in ambiguous joint action contexts. By coding one of the
perceptually indistinguishable objects (Inside Mark and No Mark were both plain
white on the outside), they consequently also disambiguated the other object. This
leaves the question why the majority of participants chose to ostensively
communicate the Inside Mark object, as in principle, they could also have coded
the No Mark object ostensively instead. In the following, we provide our inter-
pretation of this finding.

First, this question could be answered by pointing out that theNoMark and the
Inside Mark objects were, in fact, ‘marked’ or ‘unmarked’ not only in the physical
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but also in the semiotic sense of the terms (Battistella 1990). One aspect of semiotic
markedness is that an object which could equally well belong to the marked or to
the unmarked category of a marked-unmarked pair of contrasting categories is
expected to belong to the unmarked category. In a patriarchal society for instance,
someone referred to as “Doctor Jones” is commonly presumed to belong to the
unmarked category of male doctor rather than to the marked category of female
doctors. One could therefore predict on semiotic grounds that for the No Mark
objects, Leaders would rely on such default expectations and not use any partic-
ular communicative signal.

Second, a different but quite compatible explanation focuses on the specifics
of the objects used in the present experiment. This explanation starts from the
observation that the Inside Mark boxes have a hidden intrinsic distinctive feature,
the presence of which can be signaled by a communicative gesture with a one-step
inference from the signal to the presence of the mark inside the box. The No Mark
boxes, described in the instruction to participants as “normal boxes,” have no
intrinsic distinctive feature; the only property a gesture specific to these boxes
could indicate is that they are not Inside Mark boxes. This is an abstract negative
property harder to represent than the concrete property of an actual mark
(Khemlani et al. 2012) and therefore less likely to be the referent of a communi-
cative sign. In contrast, once the Inside Mark boxes are consistently signaled, the
absence of any such signaling is enough to indicate which boxes belong to the No
Mark category. If the No Mark boxes were signaled, then inferring the presence of
an inside feature in the Inside Mark boxes would be more difficult.

4.2 Full versus sparse coding

In experiment 2, the key difference to the first experiment was how Leaders treated
the NoMarkmatchbox category. Only one third of the Leaders chose not to use any
specific gesture for it. The majority created a communicative cue aimed at
enhancing the critical difference between No Mark and Inside Mark, notwith-
standing (or, in fact, highlighting) the absence of a distinctive feature in No Mark
boxes. Given that this was not in principle needed to distinguish the different
matchbox types (as shown in experiment 1), it suggests that increasing the number
of required gestures influenced whether Leaders relied on treating No Mark as a
category not requiring a separate gesture. In other words, the change from
experiment 1 to experiment 2 biased a large proportion of Leaders in experiment 2
to code a full communication system with three separate gestures for the three
types of boxes. Thus, they provided additional, redundant information.
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An explanation for such a switch between a sparse and a full communication
system needs to focus on the only difference between experiment 1 and 2, i.e., the
additional requirement to highlight the perceptual feature of Outside Mark objects
with a showing gesture. In experiment 1, only one type of box (Inside Mark) had to
be indicated, and a single communicative gesture was enough to do this. Thus,
participants likely thought of the challenge as that of devising this one gesture, not
even realizing that the absence of any such gesture in the case of theNoMark boxes
becomes itself informative. In experiment 2, at least two different types of gestures
had to be used, one to display the bottom of the Outside Mark boxes, the other to
distinguish the No Mark from the Inside Mark boxes. Thinking of the challenge as
one of devising a full systemwith a different type of gesture for each type of box (as
opposed to bemore parsimonious and limit the number of gestures)mayhave been
more straightforward.

4.3 Reducing complexity

Our second hypothesis concerned the role of experience for communication. We
expected that joint action partners would try to optimize their communication by
reducing the amount of extra movement. Due to the lack of feedback about
communication success, we focused on the impact of having first-hand experience
of being a Follower and thereby on the receiving end of communication. To test
this, after half the trials in our experiment, the roles of Leader and Follower
switched. Those participants who had been in the Follower role during the first
part, where they needed to try to understand the partner’s signals, now became
Leaders. We hypothesized that the new Leaders had better insight into what a
useful communicative signal was and that theywould optimize the signals used by
the first Leader—be it by compressing them in complexity or by inventing entirely
novel and more efficient signals.

Our two experiments provide mixed results about this point. Experiment 1
quite clearly confirms this hypothesis as there was a general reduction in the
number of submovements used by the second Leader participant, i.e., after the role
switch. This was a general effect, independent of the particular object category to
be communicated. It suggests that the experience of having been in the Follower
role helped with fine-tuning the gesture system. In contrast, experiment 2 did not
show such statistically significant change in complexity from part 1 to part 2 of the
experiment, for none of the object categories. Possibly, the increase in perceived
task difficultymight have led to a higher need for a safe and reliable coding system.
The fact that both experiments had comparably high joint accuracy rates might
suggest this was a useful strategy for overcoming additional challenges.
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4.4 The role of ostensive communication in joint action

Ostensive communication is not just intentional communicative behavior, it is
behavior that the communicator intends the audience to recognize as intended to
convey some specific content which could not be understood—or at least not
understood as easily—without the recognition of this communicative intention.
To illustrate: In our study, the hand movements of the Leader when placing a
matchbox did not in themselves encode the type of box that was being placed.
(The few attempted iconic gestures that were used remained ambiguous as no
object feature in our experiments, e.g., the rectangular shape of the Inside Mark
feature, could be unambiguously coded in this way.) When placing an Outside
Mark box without submovements other than those needed for effective place-
ment, the movement was, of course, intentional and informative (and hence
communicative in a broad sense of the term), but it was not ostensive: The
appearance of the box itself was sufficient to indicate the category to which it
belonged. When placing an Outside Mark box with unnecessary submovements,
as some Leaders did, this might be done ostensively to draw the attention of the
Follower to the visible mark and, possibly, to emphasize its relevance. In such a
case, where ostension may be helpful but is not necessary for successful coor-
dination, it may be impossible to distinguish mere local enhancement (as occurs
also in non-human animal communication) and ostension proper. In contrast,
when placing an Inside Mark box with attention-catching submovements, it was
recognizing the Leader’s intention to provide, by means of these movements,
information optimally relevant to the performance of their joint task that made it
possible for Followers to infer from the Leaders’ movements and the context the
information they intended to convey, i.e., that this was an Inside Mark box. This
demonstrates how the recognition of a communicative intention, by eliciting an
expectation of relevance, can resolve ambiguities, where no other form of
communication is available to do so.

Ostension is an extremely common feature of human communication. Argu-
ably, linguistic utterances are quite generally ostensive—they advertise the
communicative intent of the speaker—and thereby allow to convey meanings in a
way that is less ambiguous, richer, andmore adjusted to the context than themere
decoding of their linguistically encoded sense could be. Ostension is also involved
in all kinds of non-verbal communication (Wharton 2009), for example conveyed
by relying on material aspects of the environment (Clark 2003), and it is already
recognized in early infancy. Thus, to achieve coordination through ostensive
communication, participants in our study did not have to be experts at solving
communication puzzles—ostensive gestures were simply those with a movement
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pattern more complex than what was needed to just put a matchbox in place. This
suggests that such instrumentally superfluous complexity of movements serves to
indicate to a co-actor that the behavior in question is intended to communicate
relevant information.

However, when the goal is to coordinate actions with others, ostensive
communication is not alwaysneeded. The studybyScott-Philips et al. (Scott-Phillips
et al. 2009) mentioned earlier pointed at this with a further interesting finding,
besides demonstrating ostensive communication. Their results suggest that oneway
in which co-actors managed to agree on the same location in the color maze was by
using default options, e.g., always choosing the red block when there was one. This
turned out to be an efficient way of coordinating their choices but they did not have
to explicitly agree on this behavior. This case is, therefore, different from one where
co-actors create specific novel symbols over repeated interactions (Galantucci et al.
2012) orwhere they usemovements ostensively as participants in our study and also
in Scott-Philips et al.’s task did. Instead, this default option behavior can best be
explained as relying on a form of very general common ground created by
perceptual salience (Clark 1996; Lewis 1969; Schelling 1960) or shared perceptual
associations (Schmitz et al. 2021). One might postulate that, if coordination can be
achieved without additional communication, people prefer such a default coordi-
nation strategy as it effectively decreases the requirement for potentially tedious and
time-consuming adaptations (but see Vesper et al. 2016).

4.5 Conclusions

Joint actions often require that information relevant for performing a task together
is commonly available to all interaction partners. In cases where such information
is perceptually retrievable and salient enough, it may be sufficient for co-actors to
simply use it and, if need be, make it more salient to the partners. In many other
cases, the relevant information can be indicated by means of an unambiguous
conventional signal such as a spoken word, pointing, or using object-directed
gaze. The present study adds to these mechanisms the role of ostensive commu-
nication for joint action. We conclude that, while the functionality of conventional
forms of communication for coordination is undebatable and the process of
forming new conventions over time well documented, ostensive communication
can provide a mechanism through which joint action partners can inform each
other ad-hoc, even in the absence of appropriate conventions.
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